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LIVING WITH DOGS

5 Essentials of Dog Park Etiquette 
Only bring good dog park candidates. Be 

honest with yourself: Is your dog truly social? 

Dog parks can be as jampacked as freeways 

during rush hour. Does your dog love to 

mingle with other dogs of all sizes, ages, 

temperaments, and energy levels? Some dogs 

need personal space and that’s okay. If this is 

your pooch, consider hiring a dog walker for 

one-on-one or small group walks.

Size matters. Your Chihuahua may love Boxers, your Rottie mix may adore 

Dachshunds, but keep close watch when little and big play together. Big dogs 

can unintentionally harm small dogs—designated small dog areas are being 

built into dog parks across the country for this very reason. If you let your 

pooch play with very diff erently sized dogs, supervise vigilantly. Never allow 
chase or wrestle games. Call your dog away with a treat and seek out an area 

of the park with more dogs his own size. 

Be the referee. A game of chase or wrestling shouldn’t be one-sided. If your 

dog is doing all the chasing or is always on top, it’s your job to intervene. Pull 

him off  and see if the other dog re-engages, that is, asks for more by coming 
up to your dog and soliciting play. If not, try to interest your dog in a ball or 

a stick or another dog group. If he keeps chasing an unwilling victim it’s time 

to put on the leash and call it a day. Nice playground manners are not inborn, 
they have to be learned.

Ask before you treat. A diet, allergies, a sensitive stomach, next-day 

surgery—you never know what you risk upsetting when you off er that cookie 
without asking the dog’s guardian.

Always pick up after your dog. Compelling sanitary and environmental 

reasons support being a conscientious picker-upper, even when nobody’s 

watching. And if you occasionally remove what someone else left behind, 

well, that’s just good karma.

“Dogs are our link to paradise.”  
- Milan Kundera
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A WORLD OF DOGS

DID YOU KNOW?

The Talbot. This giant hunting 

dog was brought to England 

by the Norman conquerors 
in 1066. The Talbot had a 

glorious reign of about 450 

years of stag hunting. Then its 

size and considerable upkeep 

caused its popularity to wane 

to the point of extinction.

Pugnax Britanniae. A 

wide-jawed fi ghting dog 
also introduced to England 

by invaders, this time the 

Romans. Roman writers 

describe this dog, favored by 

soldiers and military leaders, 

as courageous, persistent, and 

cunning. 

The Tahltan Bear Dog. Small, 

black-and-white, and similar 

to spitz-type dogs, the Tahltan 

migrated with tribes across 

the Bering Straits and ended 

up tracking bears for the First 

Nations people in what is now 
northwestern Canada. 

These Extinct 
Dog Breeds?

Why Adopt From A Shelter?
At the big-picture level, there are many good 

reasons to consider adopting a dog from a shelter. 

You save a life, for one thing. Far too many healthy 

and behaviorally sound animals, dogs included, 

are euthanized in shelters every year because of 

overbreeding and lack of resources to look after 

them for more than short periods of time. So, when 

you bring home a dog from a shelter, you help break 

the cycle of pet overpopulation and ensure that you 

don’t unwittingly support puppy mills or other 

mass breeding facilities. That’s the 20,000-foot view. 

But there are many closer-to-home reasons to visit your local shelter, too. For 

example, shelters usually have a greater variety of dogs—specifi c breeds, 
marvelous and mysterious mutts, puppies, youngsters, adults. Most facilities 

also do thorough health checks and behavior screening. They vaccinate, spay 

or neuter, and microchip dogs before they put them up for adoption, adding 

up to a great bargain for you.

Beyond that, consider that the majority of dogs who end up in shelters do so 

only because of unfortunate circumstances. Their guardians took ill or died or 

had to move for work to a place that doesn’t allow pets. Someone in the family 

developed severe allergies or perhaps were overwhelmed caring for a new baby 

or sick relative. Or maybe fi nancial circumstances changed to the point where 
providing for a dog was no longer possible. These and many other twists of 

human fate land dogs in shelters every day. Which is why most dogs up for 

adoption from shelters are healthy, aff ectionate, and well socialized, with the 
basic training and cooperative skills needed for harmonious family life.

All this makes adoption a potential triple-win situation. A dog gets a loving 

home, you get a great four-legged buddy, and a complex problem is reduced 

by a factor of one. The key to reaching this happy state, however, is to think 

like a matchmaker when visiting the local shelter. Don’t drown in the fi rst 
pair of pleading eyes. Factor in lifestyle and temperament compatibility and 

you drastically increase the chances of a happy, life-long relationship. Plus, 

preparedness is the best defense against the urge to take home every dog in 

the shelter.



HEALTHY DOG

DOGS IN ACTION D O G  I N  T H E
SPOTLIGHT

Smooth Fox Terrier 
This quick, bright, tenacious little 
rascal was, as the name indicates, 

bred for fox hunting. His job was 

to go underground and get the 

hiding fox to bolt, something that 

took courage and independence. 

To this day the Smooth Fox Terrier 

thinks on his paws—and often 

puts his skills to use as entertainer 

and troublemaker. Playfulness, 

agility, and endless energy makes 

him a top-notch tricks performer 

and acrobat, but also makes 

him a handful to train, even for 

seasoned dog people. In other 

words, if you want your Smooth 

to be happy and polite, give him 

lots of attention, exercise, and fun 

activities to engage that active 

mind. As you would expect, 

this much personality packed 

into a dapper and portable dog 

has made the Smooth a popular 

companion in the world of 

celebrities. Count among its 

fans fashion designer Tom Ford, 

Twilight actress Ashley Greene, 

composer George Gershwin, and 

tennis great Martina Navratilova.

To give a Smooth a home, search 

online for a rescue organization 

near you.

Pipeline Detection
With their superior detection 

equipment, dogs make for great 
pipeline leak patrollers—an important 

part of pipeline maintenance. For oil 

and gas companies, the consequences 
of an undetected pipeline leak can 

be catastrophic, and shutting down a 

pipeline carries great costs. Prevention 

and ongoing maintenance is vastly 

preferable. Manmade equipment 
exists that can do the job, but it lacks 

the accuracy, portability, and weather-

resistance of leak detection dogs. A 

well-trained sniff er dog can cover 
nine miles of pipeline a day if terrain permits, doesn’t negatively aff ect the 
environment, and asks only kibble in return. And the work is very safe for the 

dogs, too. The amount of gas they detect is tiny—so small it has to be measured 

in parts per million.

Frequently recruited from rescue organizations, the ideal leak detection dog is 
high-energy, sensitive, responsive, easy-going, big enough to cover signifi cant 
distances, and endowed with extra-acute sniffi  ng abilities. These expertly 
trained dogs and their handlers are employed by companies in various places 

around the globe where pipeline integrity is high stakes, from Canada and the 

U.S. to Australia and the Middle East.

Caring For An Aging Dog
Figuring out when and how to adjust your dog’s diet, exercise routine, and health 

care to ease his advancing years can be a challenge. That muzzle grays slowly and 

it is natural to resist making changes too soon to a lifestyle your dog cherishes. 

A good rule of thumb, though, is to increase your dog’s health check-ups from 

once per year to twice per year once he enters the last third of his approximate life 

span. Also look out for any behavioral changes, such as irritability, confusion, or 

anxiety, and research an age-appropriate diet. Your dog may need extra protein or 

essential fatty acids, vitamin supplements for joint health, etc.

On the home front you can make—or at minimum prepare for—small changes to 

prevent strain or injuries. For example, where can ramps or stairs make furniture 

more accessible? Do you have slippery fl oors that would be safer for paws if 
carpeted? Check out www.srdogs.com for more resources and ideas.



OUR SERVICES

Information and advice provided in this newsletter is general in nature and should not be relied upon to solve any particular situation. For all issues with your dog, 

please seek the services of a competent professional. The author and publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility for any loss or damage caused or alleged 

to be caused by the information in this newsletter.

TIPS & TOOLS

What To Do If A Dog Is 
Choking

Always put safety fi rst. A choking 
animal will panic and may bite or 

struggle. Proceed carefully and 

restrain the dog (no muzzle, though).

Step 1. Look, locate, remove. If you 

see the object, remove it with your 

fi ngers or use a fl at spoon to pry it 
away from the teeth. If you don’t see 

it, do the following:

Step 2. Small dog. Pick the dog up 

by his underbelly and hind quarters, 
and gently shake and swing him. If 

that doesn’t work, place a fi st under 
the ribcage and apply upward and 

forward moving pressure.

Step 2. Large dog. Do the equivalent 
of a Heimlich maneuver. Straddle 

the dog while he’s standing facing 

forward, make a fi st and push fi rmly 
upward just behind the ribcage. If the 

dog is unconscious, place him on his 

side, put your arms around his belly, 

make a double-handed fi st, and thrust 
upwards and forwards.
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484-995-0932
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